
Using detailed information from lobbying reports filed under the Lobbying Disclosure Act, we construct a

unique dataset that allows us to identify which firms lobby on Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) negotiated by the

United States, their position (in favor or against) and their lobbying effort on the ratification of each trade

agreement. Using this dataset, we show that lobbying on FTAs is dominated by large internationalized firms,

which are in favor of these agreements. On the intensive margin, we exploit exogenous variation across FTAs to

show that individual firms put more effort supporting agreements that generate larger potential gains – larger

improvements in their access to foreign consumers and suppliers and smaller increases in domestic

competition – and that are more likely to be opposed by politicians. To rationalize these findings, we develop a

new model of endogenous lobbying on trade agreements. In this model, heterogeneous firms select into trade

and choose whether and how much to spend lobbying on the ratification of an FTA, and politicians may be

biased in favor of or against the agreement.
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